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ABSTRACT
Visible Light Communication (VLC) based on LEDs has been a
hot topic investigated for over a decade. However, most of the
research efforts in this area assume the intensity of the light emitted
from LEDs is constant. This is not true any more when Smart
Lighting is introduced to VLC in recent years, which requires the
LEDs to adapt their brightness according to the intensity of the
natural ambient light. Smart lighting saves power consumption
and improves user comfort. However, intensity adaptation severely
affects the throughput performance of the data communication. In
this paper, we propose SmartVLC, a system that can maximize the
throughput (benefit communication) while still maintaining the
LEDs’ illumination function (benefit smart lighting). A new adaptive
multiple pulse position modulation scheme is proposed to support
fine-grained dimming levels to avoid flickering and at the same time,
maximize the throughput under each dimming level. SmartVLC is
implemented on low-cost commodity hardware and several real-life
challenges in both hardware and software are addressed to make
SmartVLC a robust realtime system. Comprehensive experiments
are carried out to evaluate the performance of SmartVLC under
multifaceted scenarios. The results demonstrate that SmartVLC
supports a communication distance up to 3.6m, and improves the
throughput achieved with two state-of-the-art approaches by 40%
and 12% on average, respectively, without bringing any flickering
to users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Lighting consumes around one fifth of the world’s electricity and
produces carbon emissions that are comparable to the global au-
tomobile fleet [2]. An effective way to reduce this high energy
footprint is to use smart lighting systems, whose market is projected
to exceed 47 billion US dollars by 2020 [15]. These systems adjust
the illuminance of artificial lights (usually, LED lights) based on the
contribution of ambient natural sunlight in our environments [9].
Smart lighting systems are expected to maintain a constant illumi-
nation within the area of interest, improving energy-saving and
user-comfort. As the intensity of the natural sunlight changes con-
tinuously, a key requirement for smart lighting systems is to have
fine-grained dimming levels. This fine granularity allows to main-
tain a constant illumination when the natural light changes and
also to make sure the intensity of artificial lights is changed in a
graceful manner, without causing flickering to users.

Smart lighting systems are good to achieve user comfort and
energy saving at the same time, but they are facing a new chal-
lenge: nowadays artificial lighting is not only expected to pro-
vide illumination, but also wireless communication. Over the past
decade, Visible Light Communication (VLC) has attracted signifi-
cant attentions from both industry and academia. In VLC, data is
transmitted by modulating optical sources such as standard LED
luminaries [11, 18]. LED lights can be turned on and off rapidly,
in the order of million times per second. At this high modulation
frequencies, human eyes do not perceive any flickering effects (the
basic service of illumination is not disturbed), but photosensors
are able to decode information at data rates ranging from Kbps
to Mbps. VLC is a promising technology that is enabling a new
generation of services, such as LiFi (Internet connectivity through
luminaries) [36] and accurate indoor localization [19, 23].Most VLC
systems, however, assume that the intensity of the light emitted from
LEDs is constant [13, 20, 32], but this assumption is not true for smart
lighting systems.

Few studies look at the intersection of smart lighting and visible
light communication. Contrary to RF communication, where the
carrier is modulated solely for the purpose of data communication;
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Figure 1: Illustration of state-of-the-art approaches for joint
designed smarting lighting and VLC systems

with visible light, the carrier is modulated to achieve the dual goal
of providing controlled illumination for users and high data rates
for devices. However, we observe that the more we control the
carrier to achieve fine-grained dimming for user-comfort, the less
control we have for data communication (lower throughput); and
vice versa.
Research Problem: There is a trade-off between fine grained dim-
ming levels and high data throughput.

To clarify this trade-off, let us have a birds-eye-view of the limi-
tations of the state-of-the-art approaches. In a plain vanilla smart
lighting system, the light intensity is controlled solely to adjust the
dimming level. To convey information via VLC, light fixtures need
to be further enhanced to modulate information in frames. Broadly
speaking, the efforts at the intersection of smart lighting and VLC
can be classified into two groups: (i) compensation-based, which
favor fine-grained dimming levels [1, 12, 29], and (ii) compensation-
free, which favor high throughput [8, 21, 33]. The pros and cons of
these two groups are depicted in Fig. 1. In the first group of studies,
the frames are divided into two fields: a data field, to modulate
information; and a compensation field, to adjust the dimming level
to the required level. This approach can control the dimming level
in a fine grained manner, but the throughput is low because only
a fraction of the frame is used to modulate information and the
compensation field conveys no information. The second group of
studies aims at increasing the throughput by removing the com-
pensation field. These studies integrate dimming control with data
modulation. The limitation of the second type of approaches is that
the dimming level becomes exclusively a function of the encoding
scheme. Encoding schemes can provide different dimming levels,
but these levels follow a step-wise function that can be very coarse.
Key Insight and Contributions. Our work builds on the top of
compensation-free methods, but we provide a new perspective.
Compensation-free methods set their encoding parameters to a
single set of fixed values to reach the required dimming level as close
as possible. Having a single set of fixed encoding parameters limits
the ability to modulate the visible light either for communication
or for illumination (the encoding parameters change only if the
dimming level needs to be adjusted due to ambient light changes).
Our key insight is to let one frame have multiple set of different
encoding parameters. This flexibility allows us to use interpolation
techniques to combine different sets of parameters to achieve a
more fine-grained control of illumination and also able to maximize
the system throughput under each dimming level.

Based on the above key insight, we propose SmartVLC: a system
that co-design Smart lighting (illumination) and VLC (communica-
tion) for visible light networks. The concrete contributions of our
work are three-fold:

• Method [Sections 3 and 4]. We propose Adaptive Multiple
Pulse Position Modulation (AMPPM): a practical scheme to
assign optimal encoding parameters to individual frames.
The key component in AMPPM is the concept of super-
symbol, in which we multiplex individual symbols to achieve
a dimming granularity comparable to compensation-based
methods and data rates higher than both compensation-free
and compensation-based methods. We efficiently utilize the
property of human eye’s non-linear reaction to light intensi-
ties to reduce the number of brightness adjustments which
is critical for hardware’s lifespan and at the same time, guar-
antee flickering-free to users. To maximize the throughput
at each dimming level, we identify the throughput envelope
with a novel slope-based method at a low computational
cost.

• Platform [Section 5]. To validate the generality of our ap-
proach, we implement SmartVLC with cheap off-the-shelf
commodity hardware (BeagleBone Black), instead of using
more advanced and costly software-defined radio platforms
such as USRP [6] and WARP [7]. The main challenges we
solve are to provide high sampling rate with cheap com-
modity hardware and limit the search space with real-life
constraints including packet error rate upper-bound and
non-flickering requirement. With these methods, we signifi-
cantly reduce the amount of computational load to enable
SmartVLC’s real-time performance on cheap commodity
hardware.

• Evaluation [Section 6]. We present a multifaceted evalua-
tion. First, we compare the performance of SmartVLC with
the state-of-the-art approaches. Our results show that our
throughput is up to 170% and 30% higher compared to compen-
sation-based and compensation-free methods, respectively.
Second, we assess the dimming-granularity of SmartVLC (i)
by exposing it to static and changing illumination conditions,
and (ii) by performing user study with 20 subjects to validate
that no flickering effects are present in SmartVLC.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce some background information on
dimming schemes and the concept of flickering.

2.1 Dimming schemes
To support smart lighting in VLC, some modulation schemes are
proposed to enable dimming level control of LEDs. They are divided
into two categories: analog dimming and digital dimming [12, 43].
The former increases/decreases LEDs’ brightness by adjusting the
forward current through LEDs which is simple to implement. How-
ever, it causes color shift [1, 43]. The latter is based on Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM), where dimming is achieved by adjusting LEDs’
duty cycles. Thus, it does not cause color shift. Next, we introduce
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two popular digital dimming methods that are closely related to
our work.
On-Off-Keying with Compensation Time (OOK-CT): In OOK,
bits 1 and 0 are modulated by turning on/off the LED, respectively.
The brightness of the LED depends on the percentage of ‘1’s in the
data, and is thus fixed. To support a wide-range of dimming levels,
modulated data is appended with compensated consecutive ONs or
OFFs [1, 12, 29], as illustrated in Fig. 1 with label ‘compensation-
based approach’. The advantage of OOK-CT is that it supports any
dimming level by simply changing the duration of compensation pe-
riod. The disadvantage is that the throughput degrades significantly
if the targeted dimming level is either low or high.
MPPM (Multiple Pulse Position Modulation): In MPPM [21,
22, 33, 34], data is modulated by the positions of ONs in a symbol, as
illustrated in Fig. 1 with label ‘compensation-free approach’. The ONs
do not have to be consecutive. Under most of the dimming levels,
MPPM can achieve higher data rate than OOK-CT. The disadvantage
of MPPM is that the supported dimming levels are restricted.

2.2 Flickering
Providing flickering-free support in traditional VLC systems and
smart lighting systems are both important, because the primary
function of LEDs is for illumination. There are generally two types
of flickering.
Type-I flickering: The first type of flickering is caused by slow
change of ON and OFF states at the LED. If the frequency of the
ON/OFF changes is high enough, people’s eyes will not perceive the
change and there will be no flickering.
Type-II flickering:On the other hand, even if the frequency inten-
sity change is low, as long as the intensity change is small enough,
people will also not perceive the change. So the second type of flick-
ering is caused by a slow “big” change of the LED’s light intensity,
i.e., the LED does not adjust its light intensity smoothly.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The architecture overview of SmartVLC is shown in Fig. 2. As in a
typical VLC system, it is composed of a transmitter and receivers.
The transmitter works as follows:

(1) Upon receiving the data from upper layers, the transmitter
first updates its knowledge about the environment – real-
time intensity of ambient light (at both the transmitter and
receivers). Based on the illumination requirement of the area-
of-interest, the transmitter calculates the required dimming
level of the LED, i.e., the brightness of the light that should
be emitted from the LED to maintain the sum of ambient
and LED light to be constant.

(2) The proposed AMPPM scheme then selects the best parame-
ters to modulate the upper layer data to maximize the data
rate under the current required dimming level.

(3) When transmitting the modulated data, the LED’s brightness
is adjusted to the required dimming level. Besides this, the
header of each MAC layer frame is adjusted accordingly
based on the targeted dimming level.

(4) The frames are transmitted by modulating the LED light.

Photodiode LED	luminaires

Flickering-free	
control

AMPPM	encoderAMPPM	best	
pattern	selection

LED	dimming	
level	calculation

Data	from	
upper	layer

Ambient light intensity

Target dimming level

Selected
patterns

Raw AMPPM data

Frame
Software

Hardware

Photodiode

AMPPM	decoderDe-framing Data	to upper	layer

PHY data stream
Frame

Software

Hardware

Ambient light

Figure 2: System architecture of SmartVLC (Top: transmit-
ter; Bottom: receiver)

(5) The ACK frames and the real-time ambient light conditions
sensed by receivers are sent from the receivers to the trans-
mitter via off-the-shelf Wi-Fi module.

At the receiver, light signals are detected by a photodiode. The
receiver first decodes the header of each frame to obtain the current
parameters of the AMPPM (which is adaptive based on ambient
light). Then the receiver extracts the data carried by the frames and
passes them to upper layers.

Before presenting the design details of SmartVLC, we first give
the key definitions that are used throughout this work (some of
them are illustrated in Fig. 3):

• Time slot: denoted as tslot. For a specific hardware, tslot is
fixed. The system can turn on/off the LED at a maximum
rate of 1/tslot.

• ON/OFF state: meta states of an LED, achieved via turning
on/off the LED for a time slot tslot.

• Symbol: a group of N time slots composed of ON and OFF
states that together represent one or several data bits.

• Symbol duration: denoted asT , andT = N ·tslot. The value
of N depends on the modulation and is a variable.

• Dimming level: denoted as l . It indicates the brightness of
the LED. Mathematically, l can be expressed as

l =
number of state “ON” in a symbol

N
(1)

the range of l is[0,1]. For example, l=0.5 means that the
brightness of the LED is 50% of the maximum value.

• Resolution of dimming level: the difference between two
consecutive dimming levels. For instance, for a set of dim-
ming levels [0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0], the resolution is 0.1.

• Symbol pattern: denoted as S(N , l). N is the number of
time slots and l is the dimming level of that symbol. Note
that in this work, a symbol pattern does not refer to the
specific distribution of ON and OFF in the symbol.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the definitions of the symbol, time
slot, pulse width, and so on. In this example, we have N=10,
l=0.2, and the symbol pattern is S(10, 0.2).

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we present the detail design of SmartVLC.

4.1 Support fine-grained dimming levels
4.1.1 Why MPPM does not work? In MPPM, if a symbol con-

sists of N time slots, then the resolution of dimming level is 1/N .
Moreover, if K slots are ONs among the N slots, then in theory the
achievable data rate R is given by

R =

⌊
log2

(N
K
) ⌋

N · tslot
(1 − PSER) bit/s , (2)

where PSER is the Symbol Error Rate (SER). To provide fine-grained
dimming levels, a straightforward solution is to increase the N . How-
ever, a larger N brings in higher PSER. Let’s model the detection
behavior of the photodiode as photon counting process following
Poisson distribution [34]. The probabilities of decoding an OFF and
an ON incorrectly are denoted as P1 and P2, respectively. To decode
a whole symbol correctly in MPPM, all the ONs and OFFs need to be
detected correctly. Thus, the symbol error rate PSER can be written
as

PSER = 1 − (1 − P1)
N−K (1 − P2)

K (3)

Eq. (3) implies the existence of trade-off between N (higher dim-
ming level resolution can be achieved with largerN ) and PSER. Fig. 4
illustrates this relationship, where P1 and P2 are set to 9× 10−5 and
8 × 10−5, respectively, which are measured in our experiments. We
can observe that a larger N leads to higher PSER. We thus obtain the
following conclusion:MPPM can provide fine-grained dimming level
by simply increasing the N value, but this reduces the system’s other
performance greatly, e.g., symbol error rate. Therefore, we should
not simply use a large N for fine-grained dimming levels.
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Figure 5: Using multiplexing to achieve fine-grained dim-
ming levels (in this example, N=10)
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Figure 6: Supported dimming levels before/after applying
the proposed multiplexing approach

4.1.2 Increase dimming levels via multiplexing. To provide fine-
grained dimming levels without sacrificing the system’s perfor-
mance, we propose a novel method to use multiplexing of the sym-
bols. The intuition behind the multiplexing is straightforward: if we
combine the symbol pattern S(N1, l1) with symbol pattern S(N2, l2)
equally, then we successfully obtain a super-symbol where the new
dimming level is (N1l1 + N2l2)/(N1 + N2).

For example, when N1 = N2 = 10, the number of dimming levels
supported by the system is nine, i.e., 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.8, 0.9 and the
resolution is 0.1. Via multiplexing, we can append a symbol with
pattern (10, 0.2) to a symbol with pattern (10, 0.1), which generates
a super-symbol that has a dimming level of 0.15, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. The number of slots in the super-symbol is now 20. Fur-
thermore, this multiplexing process does not increase the symbol
error rate because each symbol in the super-symbol will be de-
coded separately. Note that the resolution after multiplexing now
becomes 0.05 instead of 0.1. We can have even more fine-grained
resolution by multiplexing more than two symbols. For example,
for a dimming level of 0.175, we can append three symbols with
pattern (10, 0.2) to a symbol with pattern (10, 0.1). Then the new
resolution becomes 0.025.

The achieved fine-grained resolution after multiplexing is vi-
sually presented in Fig. 6, where x-axis is the dimming level and
y-axis is the normalized data rate. In Fig. 6(a), only nine discrete
dimming levels are available. After applying the proposed multi-
plexing approach, the dimming levels become ‘semi-continuous’,
as shown in Fig. 6(b).

4.2 Adaptive MPPM
With the multiplexing method proposed in Sec. 4.1, we successfully
achieve fine-grained dimming levels without increasing the symbol
error rate. However, it is still not enough. If we look back at Fig. 6,
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Figure 7: Illustration of a super-symbol

we can easily observe that the throughput drops dramatically from
when l is 0.5 to when l is either low (e.g., 0.1) or high (e.g., 0.9).
This is not what we want. To alleviate this problem, we propose a
novel modulation scheme –Adaptive Multiple Pulse Position Mod-
ulation (AMPPM) to maximize the throughput performance while
still maintain the high dimming level resolution.

We employ a simple example to illustrate the key idea of AMPPM.
We can append one symbol with pattern (10, 0.1) to a symbol with
pattern (10, 0.2) to achieve a new dimming level 0.15. We can also
append three symbols with pattern (10, 0.1) to a symbol with pat-
tern (10, 0.3) to achieve the same dimming level 0.15. Though same
dimming level resolution, these two multiplexings bring us differ-
ent throughput performance. Thus, the key idea in AMPPM is to
choose the best multiplexing to compose a super-symbol for maximum
throughput. The super-symbol satisfies the desired resolution of
dimming level and at the same time achieves highest throughput
at each dimming level.

In this work, a super-symbol is formally defined as a composition
of two symbol patterns S1(N1, l1) and S2(N2, l2). A super-symbol is
generated by concatenating a number of S1(N1, l1) and S2(N2, l2),
as illustrated in Fig. 7. Let Ssuper denote a super-symbol represented
by a tuple

Ssuper : < S1(N1, l1), m1, S2(N2, l2), m2 > ,

wheremi is the number of the symbol Si (Ni , li ) in Ssuper, i ∈ {1, 2}.
The detail composition of a super-symbol (i.e., the above tuple) is
referred as the pattern of the super-symbol. Let Nsuper denote the
number of slots in the super-symbol Ssuper, then we have Nsuper =
m1 · N1 +m2 · N2 . Let lsuper be the new dimming level supported
by Ssuper

lsuper =
l1 ·m1 · N1 + l2 ·m2 · N2

Nsuper
.

In AMPPM, the challenge is to find the best super-symbol pattern
at any given dimming level, i.e., choose the best N1, l1,m1, and
N2, l2,m2 that maximize the throughput for a required dimming
level lsuper. To obtain the best super-symbol pattern, we adopt the
following four steps:

Step 1: Calculate the upper bound of Nsuper

As presented above, a super-symbol consists of symbols with
two different types of pattern S1(N1, l1) and S2(N2, l2). In most of
the cases, l1 and l2 are not the same and the difference exceeds the
Type-II flickering threshold. This difference brings in flickering,
if not handled well. We are not controlling this difference when
we search the best multiplexing symbol patterns that achieve the
highest data rate, as presented later in Step 3. Luckily, we can
address the problem by restricting the length of a super-frame
to make sure no flickering occurs. Recall from Sec. 2 that if the
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brightness changes quickly enough, flickering will not occur. i.e.,
let the occurrence frequency of super-symbols be higher than the
threshold fth . Assume that the transmitter can operate the LED at
a maximum frequency of ftx (i.e., tslot = 1/ftx). Let Nmax denote
the maximal duration of a super-symbol will never cause flickering,
then Nmax can be calculated as

Nmax =
ftx
fth

(4)

Step 2: Calculate the available N s and dimming levels under
the constraint of symbol error rate

As mentioned in previous sections, a VLC system suffers from
higher symbol error rate with a larger N . To meet the requirement
of a reliable communication system, the PSER must be kept below
a threshold. Therefore, not all N s satisfying the requirement in
Step 1 can be taken for further selection. The range of N must be
further constrained and those lead to higher PSER are abandoned.
For example, Fig. 8 plots the PSER as a function of the dimming level
for some of the N s obtained in Step 1. The symbol patterns S(N , l)
above the upper bound of the PSER are abandoned, e.g., S(50, 0.3)
and S(30, 0.4) in Fig. 8. Then the data rates with the remaining valid
Ns are calculated according to Eq. (2).

Step 3: Obtain the best pattern of super-symbol
The last step is to pick up the best symbol patterns which achieve

the highest data rate when multiplexed to form the super-symbol.
Before multiplexing, we only have symbol patterns with discrete
dimming levels. If we simply pick the pattern which generates
highest data rate under each discrete dimming level, the dimming
level resolution is not changed, as shown by the red-dash line in
Fig. 9. We further show that even the achieved “highest data rate”
is not optimum. In this work, we propose a new method to improve
the data rate as well.

Through the analysis presented in Sec. 4.1, we know that we can
achieve more fine-grained dimming levels through multiplexing.
For a fixed dimming level, we have different pattern combinations.
The proposed AMPPM scheme exploits these combinations so not
only fine-grained dimming level resolution is achieved but also the
throughput under each dimming level is maximized. We describe
AMPPM below in details using Fig. 9. The key idea is to find the
envelop, namely, the blue-solid line in Fig. 9. To achieve this, the
system works as follows:
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(1) For the available symbol patterns whose dimming level is
around 0.5, find the symbol pattern that gives the highest
normalized data rate.1 In Fig. 9, the found symbol pattern is
S(21, 0.524) that is located at the position (0.524, 0.855).

(2) On the right side of S(21, 0.524) in Fig. 9, we identify the
next symbol pattern which satisfies this requirement: when
connecting this symbol pattern with S(21, 0.524), the
resulted slope is the smallest.Mapped to Fig. 9, this newly
found symbol pattern is S(21, 0.571) that is located at the
position (0.571, 0.855).

(3) Repeat the previous step until reaching the maximal dim-
ming level. Connect all the found symbol patterns in se-
quence, and now we obtain the ‘envelop’ – the blue-solid
line in Fig. 9.

(4) For each pair of neighbouring two symbol patterns that
are found through the above steps, e.g., S(21, 0.524) and
S(21, 0.571), wemultiplex them to generate the super-symbols
for any required dimming level in between, i.e., between the
range (0.524, 0.571). Note that at most two different symbol
patterns are required to compose a super-symbol.

Through the above steps, AMPPM can provide fine-grained dim-
ming levels (as demonstrated by the marker ‘+’ on the blue-solid
line in Fig. 9), at the same time can optimize the throughput under
each supported dimming level.

4.3 Adaptation to various ambient light
In the above subsections, we present how to achieve fine-grained
dimming levels and how to select the best pattern of a super-symbol
to achieve the highest data rate for each dimming level. Recall that
in smart lighting systems, the brightness of LED changes with the
available ambient light. Therefore, an adaptation algorithm must be
designed to efficiently and smoothly reach the required dimming
levels. There are two goals must be achieved:

Goal 1: the sum of the ambient and LED light intensity should
be constant within the area of interest, i.e., Isum = Iled+ Iamb,where
Isum is the targeted constant light intensity that depends on users’
preference. Iled and Iamb are the intensities of LED and ambient
light, respectively.

1 This is based on the fact that for a given symbol duration N · tslot , the symbol
with pattern S (N , ⌊N /2⌋) is most likely to have the highest data rate among all the
symbols with the same symbol duration.
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(b) Adaptation in the perceived do-
main (proposed in this work)

Figure 10: Adaptation to dynamic ambient light

Goal 2: the adaptation process of LED light should not be ob-
served by users, namely, flickering-free to users. Meanwhile, the
number of adaptation times should be minimized to reduce the
overhead of finding the optimal patterns of super-symbols, and
thus expand the lifespan of hardware.

Solution to achieveGoal 1 is straightforward. Let assume at time
t1, the intensities of LED light and ambient light are I1led and I

1
amb,

respectively. At time t2, the intensity of ambient light is decreased
to I2amb. Then we just need to increase the brightness of the LED
by △Iled that is given as below:

I1led + I
1
amb = I2led + I

2
amb → △Iled = I2led − I1led = I1amb − I2amb. (5)

To achieve Goal 2, the brightness of LED should not be changed
too much in one step as it will be perceived by the users, causing
flickering. So one solution is to adjust I1led gradually and evenly at a
step of τ which can not be perceived by the human’s eyes, until I1led
reaches I1led + △Iled. The number of steps taken is ⌈△Iled/τ ⌉. Note
that the τ is a constant and its maximum value is constrained by the
second type of flickering. This adaptation is illustrated in Fig. 10(a).

In SmartVLC, we propose an even better method to achieveGoal
2. The main idea is to adopt a variable τ that can avoid the flickering
and at the same time, minimize the number of steps taken to reach
the target change △Iled. The motivation behind this idea is that the
response of human’s eyes to visible light changes isnonlinear. In dark
environment, people enlarge their eye opening and therefore induce
more light coming in. In this work, we usemeasurement domain and
perception domain to represent the brightness measured by light
meters and perceived by humans, respectively. Specifically, the
relationship between the perceived brightness Ip and the measured
brightness Im is [30]: Ip = 100 ×

√
Im/100, which is also shown by

the blue line in Fig. 10(a) and (b).
The proposed method to achieve Goal 2 works as follows:
(1) Convert the brightness I1led and I

2
led in measurement domain

to I1led-p and I2led-p in perception domain:

I iled-p = 100 ×

√
I iled
100
, i ∈ {1, 2}.

(2) Calculate the difference between I1led-p and I2led-p:

△Iled-p = I2led-p − I1led-p (6)
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Algorithm 1 Encoding

Input: 1) N and K : number of slots and ONs in one symbol, re-
spectively; 2) data_s: original ⌊log2

(N
K
)
⌋-bit data stream.

Output: code_w: the generated N -bit codeword.
val = IP ; iN = 1; iK = 1;
while iN <= N && iK <= K && iN − iK <= N − K do
if val >=

(N−iN
K−iK

)
then

code_w[iN ] = OFF; val = val -
(N−iN
K−iK

)
; iN = iN + 1

else
code_w[iN ] = ON; iK = iK + 1; iN = iN + 1

end if
end while
if iK > K then
code_w[(iN + 1) : N ] = OFF

else if iN − iK > N − K then
code_w[(iN + 1) : N ] = ON

end if

Algorithm 2 Decoding
Input: N and K : number of slots and ONs in one symbol, respec-

tively; 2) code_w: the N -bit codeword.
Output: data_s: the decoded ⌊log2

(N
K
)
⌋-bit data stream.

data_s = 0; iN = 1; iK = 1;
while iN <= N && iK <= K && iN − iK <= N − K do
if code_w[iN ] == OFF then
data_s = data_s +

(N−iN
K−iK

)
else
iK = iK + 1

end if
iN = iN + 1

end while

(3) Increase I1led-p gradually by a step of τp , until it reaches to
I2led-p. We make sure a change of τp will not cause flickering.
Note that with a constant step of τp in perception domain, the
step change τ in measurement domain is actually a variable,
which is illustrated in Fig. 10(b).

4.4 Encoding/decoding
To transmit the data received from upper layers, the transmitter
must encode the original data into codewords. To do this, classi-
cal methods based on pulse position can be categorized as two
main groups: tabulation [31] and constellation [26]. The former
records the mapping between data stream and codeword in tabu-
lation while the latter in constellation graphs. However, both of
them are based on exhaustion search and all the items are recorded
in the memory space. In our system, with the increment of N ,
the number of mappings increases exponentially, which brings in
extremely high computational load and large memory usage. For
example, when N = 50 and K = 25, the number of mappings is(N
K
)
=

(50
25
)
≈ 1.26e+14. If each mapping item occupies 4 bytes, a

total of 126 TB memory is required and the search space is also
huge.

Table 1: The frame format in SmartVLC

Preamble Length Pattern Compensation Sync Payload CRC

3 Bytes 2B 4B xB 1 bit 0-MAX B 2B

To solve this problem, we propose heuristic algorithms based on
combinatorial dichotomy for the coding and encoding in SmartVLC,
which enables direct mapping between the data stream and the
codeword without exhaustion searching. The encoding algorithm
based on combinatorial dichotomy is given in Algorithm 1. It gen-
erates the codeword from the Least Significant Bit (LSB) to the
Most Significant Bit (MSB). If the LSB is set to the value “1”, the
remaining bits in codeword can represent

(N−1
K−1

)
different types of

binary inputs. Therefore, if the value of the binary input is smaller
than the value of

(N−1
K−1

)
, the LSB is set as “1”. Otherwise, the LSB

is set as “0” and the binary input is subtracted by
(N−1
K−1

)
. Next, the

algorithm calculates the value of second LSB following the same
process. This iteration stops either when it is processed N times,
or the K times of ONs or (N − K) times of OFFs are all filled. After
that, the remaining slots are set to either OFFs or ONs.

The decoding algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. It runs exactly
in the opposite way of the encoding. Note that the receiver knows
the symbol patterns (i.e., the values of N and K) from the header
of the frames before decoding, which is presented in details in the
following subsection.

4.5 Frame format
To enable communication between transmitter and receiver, a frame
format must be properly designed. In SmartVLC, we design it as
shown in Table 1. Each frame starts with a three-byte Preamble
(consisting of an alternate sequence of ON and OFF) indicating the
beginning of a new frame. The frame header comes after the pre-
amble, and it includes the Length and Pattern fields. The Length
field indicates the number of bytes in the payload. The Pattern filed
occupies four bytes and carries the details about the super-symbol.
These details are used by the receiver to decode the corresponding
frame.

The Compensation and Sync fields are used to avoid intra-frame
flickering. To align the brightness of the frame header with that
of the payload, compensation time must be appended to the frame
header, as shown in Table 1. The compensation can be consecutive
ONs or OFFs, depending on the brightness of the payload. After the
compensation field, a Sync bit, that is a rising or falling edge, is
appended to achieve synchronization of the frame header after the
compensation. The Payload and CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check)
are placed at the end of each frame.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents the implementation of the SmartVLC, includ-
ing both the hardware and software implementations.

5.1 Hardware
Transmitter. The block diagram of the transmitter is given in
Fig. 11(a). There are mainly four components: the BeagleBlack board
(BBB) which costs around $60, transistor (ON MOSFET 20N06L),
LED (Philips 4.7W), and the photodiode (TI OPT101). The GPIO of
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Figure 11: Implementation of the transmitter
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Figure 12: Implementation of the receiver

BBB triggers the transistor to modulate the LED light. The LED is
powered by a 24V DC voltage. The LED is also disassembled by
removing the AC-DC converter that can slow down the transition
speed between ON and OFF states. Sensing the ambient light at the
transmitter is done by sampling the photodiode driven directly
by the on-board 3.3V DC voltage from the BBB’s GPIO. Uplink
from the receiver to the transmitter is implemented via the Far-
nell ESP8266 Wi-Fi module to transmit ACKs (to acknowledge the
received frames)2 and the intensity information of ambient light
sensed by the receiver. The prototype of the transmitter is shown
in Fig. 11(b).
Receiver. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 12(a). There are also
mainly four components: BBB, ADC (TI ADS7883), amplifier (TLC237),
and photodiode (OSRAM SFH206K). Incoming light signals are first
sensed by the photodiode and then amplified by the amplifier. Ana-
log signals from the amplifier are converted to digital signals by
the ADC and then sampled by the BBB for further process. Note
that here we use the photodiode SFH206K at the receiver instead
of the OPT101 (as used at the transmitter) because SFH206K can
meet both the requirements of low response time and high sensitiv-
ity. The receiver can be fully powered by the BBB, which enables
the possibility of unifying the receiver to the BBB for convenient
testing. The prototype of the receiver is shown in Fig. 12(b).

5.2 Software
The BBB used in SmartVLC is very cheap ($60), much cheaper than
high-end platforms such as thewidely usedUSRP andWARP ($5000).
The latter two expensive software-defined radio platforms are
FPGA-based and support a much higher ADC&DAC sampling rate.
Since we select the low-cost BBB in our SmartVLC system, the
challenge in the software implementation is two-fold: (1) how to
modulate the LED light at as high speed as possible at the transmit-
ter; and (2) how to sample the incoming signal as fast as possible at
the receiver, with the low-cost BBB platform.

The BBB runs the Linux OS. To modulate the LED and perform
the sampling, Linux offers an easy way to write/read the GPIO
pins through the files linked to GPIOs. Besides, the GPIOs are
assigned with physical memory addresses, which can be used to
control GPIOs at a much faster speed (around 10x in our test) than

2We use WiFi for the ACKs only because of the fact that in practice, the field-of-
view of LEDs residing at the mobile nodes are not powerful enough to support the
required communication coverage. Therefore, we choose to use WiFi for the ACKs in
our experiments. We can use VLC for both uplink and downlink in the future when
more advanced LEDs are available for mobile nodes.

writing/reading GPIO associated files. These methods are not fast
enough to support the required high enough sampling rate, mainly
because of the non-realtime Linux OS. This issue can be mitigated
via patching the Linux kernel with Xenomai that supports real-time
operations, which can achieve a sampling rate of up to 50 KHz [38].
However, this speed is still far away from our target because the
ADC we use can support a sampling rate of 3.0 MHz.

In this work, we exploit the existing PRUs (micro-controllers) of
the BBB to address the above challenge, without introducing new
cost on additional hardware, such as using an additional FPGA. The
implementation complexity with FPGAs is also higher than that
with PRUs. We cooperate the ARM processor with the PRUs via
shared memories. The PRU controls GPIOs to modulate the LED
light and perform the sampling at both the transmitter and the
receiver. The ARM processor deals with upper layer processing,
such as encoding/decoding and framing/de-framing. Through this
novel implementation, we can modulate the LED light and perform
sampling at speeds in the order of Mbps, satisfying the requirement
of our system with off-the-shelf low cost hardware.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of SmartVLC through comprehensive
experiments in real environments. We first determinate some key
parameters of SmartVLC, then introduce the setups, followed by
the evaluations.

6.1 Setup
Time slot and sampling rate. Generally speaking, the value of
tslot can be restricted by both the hardware (the LED’s properties)
and software (how fast the system can operate the LED). In the
current implementation of SmartVLC, tslot is restricted by the hard-
ware: the slow rising/falling speed of the off-the-shelf Philips LED
when it is turned on/off. Therefore, in our experiments, we set tslot
as 8 µs (the minimal time slot the LED supports, under which the
transmitted signals are not distorted too much), i.e., ftx=125 KHz.
At the receiver, we set the sampling rate to 500 KHz3, i.e., four times
of ftx.

3Note that in our software implementation, we can sample the incoming signal at the
maximal rate supported by the ADC, i.e., 3 Mbps. But with the bottleneck at the LED,
a sampling rate of 500 KHz is enough. The bottleneck can be addressed with a more
advanced LED, for example, Micro LEDs [16]. Then the system’s throughput will be
limited by the PRUs’ clocks at the transmitter and the receiver, where they could be
hardly perfectly synchronized due to the hardware artifact.
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(a) The position of the window blind
is fixed to the top

(b) The position of the window blind
is increased constantly

Figure 13: Control ambient light using window blind

Maximal super-symbol duration.According to the IEEE 802.15.7
standard [29], the minimum frequency fth to turn on/off an LED is
200 Hz, under which people will not observe flickering. However,
according to our findings in the experiments, fth varies with differ-
ent type of LEDs and with different people. To find the proper fth in
SmartVLC, we invite 20 volunteers (10 male and 10 female) between
19 to 41 years old to participate in the experiments, and find that
setting the fth to 250 Hz (slightly higher than the specification in
the standard) is a safe threshold which will not cause flickering
with the LED used in our system for all the volunteers. Therefore,
according to Eq. (4), we have Nmax = ftx/fth = 125000/250 = 500,
which means that we can have up to 500 consecutive slots for a
super-symbol (Sec. 4.2) without causing flickering.
Detecting errors of ONs and OFFs. The performance of the pro-
posed AMPPM scheme depends on the surrounding noise level
which affects the symbol error rate PSER. To obtain the optimal
patterns for the super-symbol under different dimming levels, we
need to determine the P1 and P2, as presented in Eq. (3). Based on
our empirical experiment of an extreme case (the receiver is placed
at a distance of 3.6 m from the transmitter and the ambient noise
level is high with ceiling lights on and the window blind put up to
the top), P1 and P2 are measured to be 0.00009 and 0.00008. Besides,
the upper bound of the PSER is set to 0.001 in our calculations to
obtain the best patterns of the super-symbols. In the experiments,
if the receiver detects an error through CRC check when it decodes
a frame (due to symbol loss), it will drop that frame and will not
send an ACK to the transmitter.
Ambient light control. In the experiments, we control the inten-
sity of the ambient light in the office using the window blind, as
shown in Fig. 13. We fix the window blind to a position to provide
a static ambient light condition, as shown in Fig. 13(a); and pull
it down/up at a constant speed (this is supported by the blind in
our building as it is electronically controlled) to provide a dynamic
ambient light condition, as illustrated in Fig. 13(b).
Deriving the super-symbols. The transmitter adopts the three
steps presented in Sec. 4.2 to derive the optimal symbol patterns for
the super-symbol, to satisfy the required dimming level. Note that
in AMPPM, a super-symbol is only consisted of up to two different
symbol patterns.
Frame size. The payload is fixed to 128 bytes in all the experiments.
The gain of AMPPM will decrease if the payload is too small. This
is due to the overhead in the frame header. Note that for the same

Figure 14: Placement of the transmitter and receiver

reason, the performance of all other schemes (such as OOK-CT and
MPPM) will also degrade when the payload is small. Besides, in our
evaluation, the probabilities of bit 0 and bit 1 in the payload are
assumed to be equal, without loss of generality.

6.2 Static scenario
We first evaluate the performance of SmarVLC in a static sce-
nario and compare it with existing solutions. The static scenario
is achieved by fixing the window blind to a position to provide a
fixed4 amount of ambient light. We also turn on the ceiling illumi-
nation lights in our office. The placement of the transmitter and
receiver is shown in Fig. 14.

Comparison with MPPM and OOK-CT5:We first compare the
performance of proposed AMPPMwith the state-of-the-art compen-
sation-based OOK-CT and compensation-free MPPM schemes. In
the experiments, 17 discrete dimming levels are considered, ranging
from 0.1 to 0.9. The receiver is placed at a distance of 3m from
the receiver. For MPPM, if the value of N is too large, the symbol
error rate will be higher than the upper bound. To make sure the
symbol error rate is below the upper bound, an appropriate value
of N is selected as 20. For OOK-CT, the brightness is adjusted by
compensating the data in the payload.

The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 15. First, it is easy to
observe that the proposed AMPPM outperforms MPPM under all
dimming levels, and outperforms OOK-CT under 16 out of the
17 dimming levels. When the dimming level is l=0.1 or l=0.9, the
achieved throughputs under AMPPM, OOK-CT, and MPPM are
55.6 Kbps, 21.7 Kbps, and 44.3 Kbps, respectively. AMPPM improves
the performance of OOK-CT by up to 170% when l is either low
or high, and on average by 40%. For MPPM, its throughput perfor-
mance can be improved by up to 30% (when l=0.9) with AMPPM,
and on average by 12%. This is because AMPPM always selects the
best symbol pattern under each dimming level. Moreover, recall
from Fig. 9, AMPPM does not just improve the throughput per-
formance, but also provides much more fine-grained dimming levels
than MPPM which is essential for smart-lighting systems.

Another interesting observation is that in a narrow dimming
level range between 0.47 to 0.53, OOK-CT performs slightly better
than AMPPM. That is because: (1) OOK-CT has very little overhead
(close to 0 compensation time) when l is near to 0.5, meaning that
almost all time slots are efficiently used to represent data bits; (2)

4The intensity of the ambient light changes with time. In a very short period of time,
the change is very small and we assume the intensity is constant.
5Note that the performance of VPPM in terms of achievable throughput is worse than
that of MPPM in theory. Therefore, we choose not to compare AMPPM with VPPM in
the experiments.
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gle

AMPPM introduces a small overhead on deriving the optimal sym-
bol patterns to compose the super-symbol (by performing the Steps
1 to 3 as described in Sec. 4.1), as well as the four additional bytes
(field “Pattern”) in the frame header to describe the patterns. How-
ever, OOK-CT loses the advantage quickly under other dimming
levels and the throughput is much lower than that of AMPPM.

Throughput versus distance: The throughput of SmartVLC is
also evaluated by varying the distance between the transmitter and
receiver. We test three dimming levels (0.18, 0.5, and 0.7) in the
experiments. The results are plotted in Fig. 16, where each marker
represents an experiment lasting for 30 seconds. We can observe
that SmartVLC maintains its peak throughput at each dimming
level at distances up to 3.6m. After this distance, the throughput
drops dramatically because the received signal strengths are not
large enough for the receiver to decode the signal. Considering that
the height of ceiling is usually around 2.5–3m in a typical office,
the communication distance of 3.6m supported by SmartVLC is
sufficient in reality. Besides, we observe that the dimming level of
the LED does not affect the communication distance of SmartVLC.
This is because the brightness of the LED is varied via duty cycles
instead of the amplitudes.

Throughput versus incidence angle: The performance of Smart-
VLC is further evaluated under different incidence angles. In the
experiments, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
is kept constant when varying the incidence angles. We conduct
experiments with different distances between the transmitter and
receiver (1.3m, 2.3m, and 3.3m), and the results are shown in Fig. 17.
We can observe that SmartVLC can almost maintain its performance
with the LED’s Field of View (FoV). Another observation is that
longer distance has shorter cut-off incidence angle. This is because
the system already reaches the upper bound of the communication
distance before the incidence angle starts affecting the system.

6.3 Dynamic scenario
In this section, we conduct experiments to study the minimum
resolution of dimming levels that will not cause flickering. Then we
evaluate SmartVLC’s performance in a dynamic scenario where we
change the ambient light continuously by pulling up the window
blind at a constant speed.

(a) Direct viewing (b) Indirect viewing

Figure 18: Users’ perception of light changes

Minimumdimming level resolution for non-flickering adap-
tation: We invite 20 volunteers and they are instructed to observe
the intensity change of the LED light in two different manners: (i)
direct viewing, where they look at the LED directly, as illustrated in
Fig. 18(a); (ii) indirect viewing, where they judge the flickering/non-
flickering based on the reflection of LED light, as illustrated in
Fig. 18(b). The volunteers are not aware of the resolution of dim-
ming levels employed, and they are asked to judge whether they
can perceive the flickering or not. The experiments are conducted
in three different ambient light conditions: (L1.) a sunny day with
indoor ceiling light on (8900–9760 lux); (L2.) a sunny day with ceil-
ing light off (7960–8200 lux); and (L3.) the window blind is pulled
down to the bottom and ceiling light is off (12–21 lux).

The results are shown in Table 2. We observe that under the
same viewing manner, weaker ambient light (L3) makes users more
sensitive to the flickering of LED light. This is because human
beings tend to enlarge their pupils in dark environments. On the
other hand, users are more sensitive to LED’s flickering under the
direct viewing. The resolution of dimming light level thus needs
to be equal to or smaller than 0.003 (the maximum intensity is
1) for people not to observe any flickering in all the scenarios. In
the following experiments, we set τp=0.003 (refer to Sec. 4.3) when
adapting the LED’s brightness to ambient light changes.
Dynamic throughput: In this scenario, we place the transmitter
and the receiver at a distance of 3m. We change the intensity of
the ambient light by pulling up the window blind from bottom to
top at a low constant speed (the process takes 67 seconds). The
system reports the average throughput every second, as plotted
in Fig. 19(a). The shape of the throughput is nearly symmetrical
and matches the static results shown in Fig. 15 well, which implies
that the proposed AMPPM scheme can optimize the throughput
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Figure 19: Experimental results in the dynamic scenarios

Table 2: Users’ perception of flickering (Res.: resolution; the
percentage denotes the percentage of volunteers perceiving
flickering).

(a) Under indirect viewing
Res. L1 L2 L3
0.04 0% 0% 0%
0.05 0% 15% 20%
0.06 30% 50% 90%
0.07 100% 100% 100%
0.08 100% 100% 100%

(b) Under direct viewing
Res. L1 L2 L3
0.003 0% 0% 0%
0.004 0% 0% 15%
0.005 5% 30% 50%
0.006 40% 75% 100%
0.007 100% 100% 100%

performance under a large range of ambient light variations auto-
matically, outperforming the state-of-the-art solutions. Therefore,
SmartVLC is very useful for those scenarios when the weather
changes fast during the daytime. For example, in the Netherlands,
the weather changes super fast and for most of the time, there are
heavy and moving clouds. In these areas, SmartVLC works well
due to its quick adaptation to ambient light changes.

During the experiment, we also record the instantaneous inten-
sities of the ambient and LED light shown in Fig. 19(b). We can
observe that SmartVLC can adapt the LED’s light intensity in a
fine-grained manner when ambient light changes. The sum of the
LED and ambient light is maintained nearly constant. We also do
not perceive any flickering in the whole process.

Another interesting observation in Fig. 19(a) is that the through-
put does not change as smoothly as the static results presented in
Fig. 15. This is because the ambient light does not changed per-
fectly linearly with the blind’s position in real life, resulting in
non-smooth change of the achieved throughput. Furthermore, the
achieved throughput in Fig. 19(a) is not perfectly symmetrical and
the throughputs on the right side of the figure are slightly lower.
This is because when the blind is pulled to near the top, the system
suffers higher interference from ambient light.

6.4 Number of adaptation adjustment
It is critical to minimize the number of intensity adjustments to
reduce the computational overhead on determining the optimal pat-
tern of the super-symbol and increase the lifespan of the hardware.
We evaluate the number of adaptation adjustments in SmartVLC

(denoted as “SmartVLC” ) and compare it with the method that does
not consider the non-linear reaction of the human’s eyes to light
intensity (denoted as “existing method” ). Fig. 19(c) shows the cumu-
lative number of adjustments in brightness adaptation in the above
experiment. Although we use a fix adaptation step τp=0.003 in the
perception domain, the τ (refer to Fig. 10(b)) is actually a variable in
the measurement domain, i.e., a larger τ is chosen when the LED’s
light intensity is high, and vice versa. With our proposed adaptation
method in SmartVLC, we successfully reduce the number of adap-
tation adjustments by 50%, which helps significantly in reducing
the computational load on the low-cost hardware, and increasing
the hardware lifespan at the same time.

7 RELATEDWORK
VLCmodulation schemes with dimming support. To support
smart lighting in VLC system, several modulation schemes have
been proposed. They can be categorized as compensation-based,
which favors fine-grained dimming levels [1, 12, 29]; and compensat-
ion-free, which favors higher throughput [8, 21, 33]. In Sec. 2, we
have introduced the compensation-based OOK-CT and compensation-
freeMPPM schemes that are tightly related to the proposed AMPPM
method in SmartVLC. Besides, other schemes are also proposed by
researchers, such as Variable Pulse Position Modulation (VPPM) [1],
Overlapping Pulse PositionModulation (OPPM) [35], etc. Compared
to AMPPM, none of them can provide fine-grained dimming levels
and optimize the throughput concurrently.

VLC platforms. Previous VLC platforms can be categorized as 1)
low-end with commodity hardware and 2) high-end with software
defined radios. The low-end testbeds [17, 32, 37] employ low-cost
hardware, e.g., BeagleBone [4], Raspberry Pi [5], or Arduino [3].
Their performance is limited by the computational capabilities of
the hardware (processor, sampling rate of ADC, etc.). They are more
suitable for applications that do not require high data rates. The
high-end testbeds are suitable for data-rate intensive applications
where advanced modulation schemes can be adopted, such as ACO-
OFDM (Asymmetrically Clipped Optical Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing) [10, 25]. The representative high-end plat-
form includes MangoWARP [7] and NI USRP [6]. The disadvantage
is that the high cost of hardware, usually in the order of thousands
of dollars, limits their real-life applications.
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VLC Applications. VLC has been exploited in many applications
including wireless communication [13, 28], indoor localization [19,
23, 40], human sensing [24, 44], screen-to-camera communica-
tion [14, 27], vehicle-to-vehicle communication [39, 41, 42], and
so on. The above mentioned systems can employ SmartVLC to
save power consumption and improve user experiences. SmartVLC
is orthogonal to Darklight [35] and can be combined with it for
better performance. When illumination is required, SmartVLC can
be applied and when illumination is not required (e.g., at night),
DarkLight can then be applied instead.

8 CONCLUSION
The co-design of smart lighting and visible light communication
is an important topic but still in its immature stage. We propose
SmartVLC to achieve fine-grained dimming levels so flickering will
not occur and at the same time, throughput is maximized at each
dimming level. SmartVLC has been implemented with cheap off-the-
shelf devices and extensive experiments demonstrate the superior
performance over the state-of-the-art solutions. SmartVLC’s design
principles could intrigue more system-level research efforts on co-
designing smart lighting and communication. The implementation
of SmartVLC using the PRUs benefits other low-cost VLC solutions,
for example, it has been merged into OpenVLC1.2 (an open-source
project for low-end VLC).
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